Gov't Denies Connaissance Fund Appeal

The Joint Men's and Women's Governmental Appeal Committee for Financial Affairs recommended yesterday that the Committee on Student Affairs refuse Connaissance's request for $500 increase in its allotment for 1965-66.

The Appeals Committee also recommended a denial of increase requested by Sport and Recreation for 300 new sports scholarships. The Committee on Student Affairs, which considered the request, ruled that the proposed scholarship program with other university organizations and that it will not support its appeal.

Connaissance did not present a clear program, according to the Appeals Committee, which recommended that Connaissance submit a schedule programs with other university organizations and that it will not support its appeal.

Halperin disagrees

Halperin disagreed with the committee's statement that Connaissance's basis of appeal was a clear program. Halperin, a co-chairman of Connaissance, said, "The committee has consistently planned for expansion. He also said that it wants to be able to raise its speakers' fees $500 more than it has been allocated. Pointed out that a new organization is needed to raise such fees.

Revolutionist Defends Kurdistan War Position

In a lecture marking the first time in recent years that one of the leaders of a current revolutionary movement has spoken on this campus, Ismet Cherif Vanyi defended the Kurdistan nationalist movement against Iraq.

Vanyi is a member of the Revolutionary Command Council of Kurdistan and an official spokesmen of President-General Mustafa Barzani, Commander-in-Chief of the Kurdistan Revolutionary Army, which is now fighting for Southern Kurdistan autonomy within Iraq.

Kurdistan is the name given to a general region covering the eastern provinces of Turkey, the western provinces of Iran, the northern and north-eastern provinces of Iraq, as well as three regions in North Syria and some districts of the Transcaucasian Soviet Union.

Vanyi stated that the people in this region are Kurds, not Arabs, and that they speak a language of their own. He emphasized that there is no reason why Kurdistan should be divided, except that Britain forced Southern Kurdistan to become a part of the First World War against the will of the Kurdish people.

Vanyi said that the Kurdistan Revolutionary Army was formed in September, 1961, as a means of self-defense against the Iraqi Government of Maj. Gen. Abdul Karim Kasem. The Kurdistan established an important part in the overthrow of Kasem by Batista in February, 1963, after a short-lived resistance by the Batista forces to the nationalist cause.

The decision to grant second semester freshmen late leaves stems from the WSGA's philosophy of student independence and honor. In accordance with the extension of the late leave policy offered to freshmen, WSGA also decided to allow upperclassmen apartment privileges.
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Penn Athletics March Into Second Century

Dr. Gaylord P. Harnwell
Pride and Confidence

The call to action grows more intense," he said. "Action, not words, is the long run in what counts. We want athletics to continue to prosper at Pennsylvania.

Collegiate athletics are in serious trouble in the United States," the noted Philadelphia lawyer asserted, "because perspective has been lost. We are concerned with the effect on admissions and on the structure of the athletic program," he said. "By next Tuesday, when our faculty member-*-Dr. McGee, Wharton associate professor, is chairman of the Faculty Survey Committee, which recently reviewed the recommendations of Scott's committee.--We were especially concerned with the effect on admissions and on the structure of the athletic program," he said. "By next Tuesday, when our committee meets again, we will have a first draft of our recommendations and will meet with the Scott committee to reconcile views.

I can tell you now, however, that we do not generally in complete agreement with the Scott committee report. We would like our athletes to be able to go into a game with a better than even chance to win."

President Peter Hombert presented the annual Varsity Club Award to J. Stephen Sawyer, the Outstanding Senior Athlete. Sawyer is commodore of the heavyweight crew, 1965 second wrester, and runner-up for the national rowing pairs title last year.

Master of Ceremonies Hughes Cauffman presented silver plates to the four members of Penn's national championship squash team, and Jim Griswold, next year's soccer captain, modeled the first jacket in a new Cauffman Blazer Program. Starting in the fall, all Penn captains will be outfitted with blue blazers that have a white "P" on the left breast pocket and a vertical red stripe to its left.

Cauffman also presented Pennsylvania's three Helms Hall of Fame Inductees, elected this year--Miller Moore, captain of the 1937 lacrosse team; Hubert B. Prock, member of the 1935 national championship basketball team; and Emmett "Mench" Goldblatt, two-time basketball all-American between 1926-27.

At the conclusion of the dinner, a 30-minute film, "The First Century," was shown. It was killed on the program as a motion picture starting many men in football's audience. Among the honored guests in the gathering of 350 were Bernard Ginsel, Barny Berlinger Sr. and Jr., Chuck Bednarich, and John Wise, '57.

---

YOUNG ENGINEERS & ARCHITECTS

1965 GRADUATES
Launch Your New Career with a Job IN ISRAEL!

Israel Offers:
• Rapid professional development through on-the-job training.
• More responsibility quicker than you would normally get in your own country.
• The adventure of working in an exciting, dynamic new country.
• Opportunity for post-graduate studies.

Immediate Openings For:
• MECHANICAL AND MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS • ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS • CHEMICAL ENGINEERS • PRODUCT DESIGN ENGINEERS
• TEXTILE ENGINEERS • CIVIL ENGINEERS • ARCHITECTS • TRAFFIC ENGINEERS • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

For more information about Young Engineers & Architects, write to:
Mr. Marion Kabat, Exec. Sec'y
Committee on Manpower Opportunities in Israel
515 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
PL 2-0500
their athletic facilities were on campus such a plan would be ideal for giving the women the full responsibility for enforcement of the regulations. The assignment of penalties for violations will be entirely the function of dormitory and/or sorority Standards Boards -- not the staff. Penalties may be appealed to the WSGA Judiciary and the University Committee on Discipline.

The WSGA proposals outlined above represent a significant and much-needed departure from the traditional rules that have been出台 restrictive regulations and tight supervision from above. "Iocentric parents" which has characterized women's athletics have created the University in the past. The burden of responsibility now lies with the undergraduate women. We agree wholeheartedly with the philosophy expressed in the preamble to the WSGA proposals, and we believe that the Pennsylvania woman is sufficiently mature and responsible to justify the faith placed in her by a Social Honor System. We believe that the complete implementation of the WSGA report will be conducive to a greater sense of responsibility, a higher moral tone, and better student morale at the University of Pennsylvania. We hope it will be ably achieved by the appropriate University committees with dispatch and that its recommendations will be thoroughly studied for the benefit of the student body.

In the meantime, WSGA is to be commended for an outstanding job in the drafting of the proposed social regulations. The plan deserves the wholehearted support of the entire University community.

The basic weapon in the trustbusters' arsenal is the Celler Anti-Merger Amendment of 1939. This law forbids any combination that may increase producer prices to the point of domination or seriously damage competing firms. Drs. Thomas C. Cochran, chairman of Pennsylvania's History department believes however, that American opposition to large economic concentration is a much deeper facet of our national character. Prof. Cochrane, one of the founders and today the center of economic history, feels that the American belief in individualism and reliance on common legal theories of conspiracies in restraint of trade have played a large role in the traditional opposition in this country to big business. He also finds an indigenous American belief in competition that is checked and reigned in by common law enforcement such as the Celler Amendment.

One of the basic facets of the American way of life is the large number of manufacturers who have made their plants in other countries to take advantage of lower labor unions, trade associations and political organizations have joined in a vast national movement to unite.

On the economic scene however, the United States government has taken an increasingly active stand in blocking proposed corporate marriages.
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Percy Says He Might Run For U.S. Senate

By SAM BETTSAK AND AL CONROY

Percy, Chairman of the Board of Bell and Howell and last year's defeated Republican nominee for Governor of Illinois, told The Daily Pennsylvania in an exclusive interview yesterday that he was considering running for U.S. Senator from Illinois in 1966.

Percy added that while he personally favored an executive position such as the governorship, he would follow the desires of the Republican Party if they wished him to run for Senator in '66.

The interview preceded the annual presentation of the Business Administration Award to Percy at Drexel Institute of Technology.

In delivering the main address at the afternoon convocation, Percy spoke on "The responsibility of businessmen when public policy conflicts with corporate policy."

He was cited for his, "...intensive dedication to the promotion of industrial growth and the advancement of the American economy; for his...devotion to education at all levels...and for his many contributions to the national and international scene both in war and in peace."

While attending the University of Chicago, Percy assumed management of a relatively small co-operative purchasing association. Upon his graduation in 1941, the business was grossing $150,000 annually.

After graduation, Percy was appointed by Joseph McNabb, then President of Bell and Howell, to the position of manager of the company's Defense Contracts Department. Within half a year, war broke out, and Percy was supervising most of the Bell and Howell business.

In 1949, after a tour of duty in the Navy, Percy was elected President and Chief Executive Officer of the company at the age of 29.

Percy has built the company's annual sales from $33 million to $160 million in his 15 years as President. In April of 1961, he was elected Chairman of the Board. As well as serving in this capacity, he has acted as a director of the Harris Trust and Savings Bank of Chicago, he was elected second Vice-Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the University of Chicago, and he was former Chairman of the Board of the Fund for Adult Education of the Ford Foundation.

International Coffee Hour

The International Students Association and People-in-People are sponsoring the last in this year's series of coffee hours at 4 p.m. today.

The coffee hour will be held outside, weather permitting, on the plaza between College and Houston Halls. It was held at the West Lounge of Houston Hall.

The response to the coffee hours has been surprisingly active, and the United Arab Republic. The response to the coffee hours has been surprisingly active, and for the last three hours of today's series, the United Arab Republic, the United Arab Republic.

The coffee hour will be held both inside and outside, weather permitting, on the following days: Tuesday, March 29; Wednesday, April 6; Thursday, April 7; and Friday, April 8.

The coffee hour schedule for this week is as follows:

Monday, April 1:...continues...
Peop/e-To-Peop/e Begins
To 'Internationalize' Penn

There is no doubt that a strong revival of what might be termed "internationalism" has been observed on the Penn campus during the past year. To this end that the relatively newly formed but highly successful People to People program on the Penn campus, at present the largest organized activity, is sponsoring a Brook
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My average student reads 4.7 times faster than his starting speed

(With equal or better comprehension)

I invite you to attend a free demonstration where you will see an exciting demonstration film showing U.S. Congressmen taking my course and talking about its great advantages:

- one two graduates read before TV cameras and tell in detail what they have read
- one Bob dangling, one of the world's fastest readers, perform on the Art Linkletter show!

Since 1959, Over 30,000 People have taken my course...

...in 15 institutes around the country.

What's my secret? I've read: 1. The most useful educational experience I've ever had and 2. It's a completely sectional program.

Dr. EVELYN WOOD
Superintendent, Pennsylvania State School for the Blind in Harrisburg - This is one of the most exciting developments in the improvement of reading skills. Many students would benefit from a course such as this.

Free Demonstration For Univ. Of Pennsylvania

Wednesday April 28th 7 P.M.

Sheraton Motor Inn - 3900 Chestnut Street

EVELYN WOOD
Kite & Key
Prints Book

The Kite and Key Society, under the auspices of the Admis-
sion Office, is in the pro-
cess of creating a tour booklet designed for prospective
freshmen.

Under the joint command of Managing Editors Dave Corr
and Lee Hymeling, the book-
let will be analogous to a reg-
ular Kite and Key tour with a
section on development and run
on the most frequently asked
questions.

According to Corren, the idea
behind the booklet is "To give
the students more than a ver-
tal tour...something tangible." He
emphasized that the booklet
must not be confused with the "In-
troduction to Pennsylvania," which
he said, is,"directed to a student
after he gets here, telling him
where to go, what to do, and so forth. We're most concerned with the pro-
spective student. Our booklet basically will be a tour."

Corren added, however, that
it would be available to freshmen arriving on campus, as well as
to certain seniors. "There is
really nothing else to orient
freshmen; they're really at a new
first week," he said. "The
booklet will show them what their
school is like."

The first edition, including
4500 copies, will be ready in the
fall and will have 26 pages. Coon
expressed hope that it will be
larger in the future.

"I feel, hopefully, that we
hope for a hard cover."

WXPX Program

FOLK MUSIC

JEAN REDPATH, etc.
BABE STONALL

THE 2ND FRET
1902 SANSOM STREET, LO 7-9640
H00TENANNY EVERY TUESDAY

STUDENTS!

AT 7:30 in the Franklin Room, Houston Hall, Rubenstein will address the Economics 2 classes at 3 today. His lect-
ure is on "The World Economy," and will be held two months ago and ad-
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Official
Announcements

Arthur Omk, Professor of Economics at Yale University and a member of the President's
Council of Economic Advisers, will address the Economics 2 classes at 3 today. His lec-
ture, entitled "Current Economic Problems," is the last 80.5 lec-
ture of the semester and will be delivered at the Museum Auditor-
ium.

University Agenda

- Dr. Arnold Arnell will lec-
ture at 8 p.m. today on "The
Russian Self Image and the For-
egiever in Russian Literature" in the Franklin Room, Houston Hall. In conjunction, a Book-
Exhibit (Victor Komplin,
Washington, D.C. from 3-10 p.m.
2nd floor, Houston Hall.
- All university activities are
noted that the Advertising A-

Campus Events

Secret Agent 007 revealed, with
constant figures over three successive days and a tech-

Campus-Wide Celebration Of

Song & Dance Festival Featuring

israeli Singing Star

ALIZA KASHI

Sun Eve. May 2
8 P.M. Irvine Auditorium
A Perfect Finish For Skimmer

Week-end
Tix At Houston Hall
East Desk 11-2
$2.00 Unreserved $2.75 Reserved

One of course you can
get a cash loan!

4242 CHESTNUT ST.
(Phone No. 1)
Phone L0 3-3925

MAYBE YOU CAN'T...

Ritter Finance

- Monthly payments will be

waive your particular circum-
stances.

- One new LOANS TO STUDENTS OF PENN is
designed especially for you.

Rather than tonight, Wednesday,
April 29, as was announced
said. Dr. Kaysen will speak
"Archaeology and the Western Frontier."

- The combined service or-
organization of APO, QSS and VI-
HANT wish to thank the entire
students, faculty, and departmental offices and libraries - for mak-
ing the 1965 Books for Asia camp-
us-wide celebration a successful
experience. More than 1500 books
are now on their way to San Francisco for reshipment to the
Far East.

- ADA Dr. Alexie Alberth, asistant professor of political
science, will speak tomorrow
7:30 in the Bishop White Room of
Houston Hall on the future of
the United Nations.

Classified Ads

TELEPHONE, ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER IN

SECRETARY'S OFFICE, about $2000

by Edward Albee. 10:00 p.m.
Admission-25¢.
- Football Heberger's Smoker
for all interested freshmen origi-
nally scheduled for today will
hold tomorrow night at Phila Delta Fraternity, 382 S. 36th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
- Witness Penn's glorious
football past. Come to the Mc-
Clelland Hall premiere of "Century of Penn Athletics," the
film that puts Penn State in its
place, at 8 p.m. today in the
basement of McClelland Hall.

- The final lecture in the "In-
"Jistory of Science" lecture
series, sponsored by the Philo-
"sophical Society, will be dele-
vered by Dr. Lord on the Mor-
ning of Tuesday, May 4.

RENTAL

REMARKABLY spacious, stonily
decorated apt. of 5 rooms and large
bath. (3 Bedrooms). Master bed-
- University of Variety. Many featured
Completely furnished for 4. Good
Students or Women preferred. 1250
- Phone. May. 1A 2-6748 or

- Our new LOANTS TO
STUDENTS OF PENN is
designed especially for you.

- Monthly payments will be

waive your particular circum-
stances.
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Parks anywhere

A Honda needs a mere 3½ feet of space to be perched on the road.

There are other sides to Honda, too. Hondas are exceedingly frugal. A gallon of gas will carry you up to 200 mpg depending on which of the 15 Honda models you choose from. And insurance bills shrink to practically nothing. As for upkeep, a Honda needs little. At the annual election meeting of the Pennsylvania Debate Council, the following members were voted into office: Manager, Erle Fish; Corresponding Secretary, Karyl Gilbert; Recording Secretary, Lottie Schoeder; and Historian, Robert Johnston. Those elected at a meeting of the ADA last Tuesday were Larry Booser, Chairman; Paul Heise, Secretary, and Richard Fein, Treasurer. Four Campus Organizations Name Officers Four organizations recently elected officers for the year 1965-66. Penn Players named Ronald Hunter, ’66, as next year’s chairman; President, of the International Student’s Association (ISA); Ross Hunter, a political science major, was elected President of the Debate Council; and John Miglietta, ’66, was named chairman of the Americans for Democratic Action (ADA). The new Penn Players Board includes Phyllis Mildorf, ’66, Co-Chairman; D.T. Banders, ’66, Treasurer; Robin Rosebuck, ’66, Secretary; and Larry Beaser, Chairman. There are other sides to Honda, too. Hondas are fiendishly frugal. A gallon of gas will carry you up to 200 mpg, depending on which of the 15 Honda models you choose from. And insurance bills shrink to practically nothing. As for upkeep, a Honda needs little.
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Swarthmore Challenges Quaker Baseball Team

By STEVE SARKIS

Penn's baseball team moves into the second half of its season today when it meets Swarthmore in a 3:00 game. Jeff Soumaux is the probable starting pitcher for the Quakers and the hard-throwing right-hander will be trying to improve Penn's disappointing 4-6 record.

The Quakers have had little trouble beating the schools out of the Big Five and out of the Eastern Baseball League. Penn topped Rutgers of New Jersey, and Philadelphia Textile in a double header and crushed Lehigh, 9-3 last week. Jack McChesney's boys have dropped city games against Temple and St. Joseph's, and have beaten Columbia, 12-7, in E.B.L. competition.

"If We Start Hitting"

"If we start hitting, we'll really get going," said team captain Bob Finney. "Our problem has been a combination of weak hitting and mental errors. It's getting frustrating, too. Sometimes you can't even tell who's on deck. The kids just don't have a good team, but just haven't been able to win.

"In my sophomore year we had a lot of talent, but we won ballgames. Now we've got a pretty good team, and we're just not hitting.""

"After we beat a tough Navy team, 2-1 earlier in the season, I thought we were really going to do well. But we've had some tough pitchers, and that might have been the turning point. Everything seemed to go wrong in the first inning and set the tone for the game, 15-0. A defeat like that can really start a team.""

Netmen Travel To Dartmouth, Encounter Young Indian Squad

By STEVE PERKUT

Today Penn's tennis team should have an opportunity to bolster its record in the Ivy League as it meets Dartmouth at Hanover, New Hampshire, at 3:00 p.m.

The Quaker racquetsmen, who were rated out of an important and difficult Ivy match with Harvard last Friday, will be playing against an entirely different type of team this afternoon.

The Dartmouth squad which they will face boasts only three returning lettermen, Whistler (Tuckey), Mayo, captain, Dave Bar- lent, and Marshall Wallach. They have, however, added a large and fine crop of sophomores to their ranks.

"If we start hitting, we'll really get going," said team captain Bob Finney. "Our problem has been a combination of weak hitting and mental errors. It's getting frustrating, too. Sometimes you can't even tell who's on deck. The kids just don't have a good team, but just haven't been able to win.

"In my sophomore year we had a lot of talent, but we won ballgames. Now we've got a pretty good team, and we're just not hitting.""
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Golfers Slaughter Lafayette, Aim For Ivy Championship

The Penn golf team extended its record to 9-2 by routing Lafayette, 12 1/2-2 1/2, yesterday at the Eagles' Northampton Country Club course in Easton.

Quaker coach Bob Hays had figured that the match could go either way, mainly because Lafayette is perennially one of the strongest teams in the Middle Atlantic states. Hays' prediction of a close contest was thrown off by the fact that his charges had one of their hottest days of the year, with the first five men all scoring under 80.

Bob Dembner sent the Red and Blue off on the right foot for scoring, a 75 and matching a 3-0 victory in his number one match. George Finney, playing second, was tied 1-1/2-1-1/2, but third man Art Kern won 3-0 with his 2 over par 74.

Fourth man Jim Bobbitt scored a 73 and came out ahead, 2-1, while Al Finkelstein's 72 brought him a 2 1/2-1/2 victory. Pete Humphrey, in the sixth spot for the Quakers, was the only man on the team to go over 80, as he scored an 81 and lost by a 2-0 count.

After the Lehigh match Thursday, the Red and Blue have two more dual meets -- George-town and Princeton -- before the Eastern Intercollegiate at Dartmouth. Since the Ivy League meets with the lowest score in the Easterns is awarded the Ancient Eight crown, Hays is pointing to a strong showing at Hanover.

Stickmen Must Top Cornell, Princeton To Win Ancient Eight Championship

By DAVE SACHS

Penn and Princeton are still in the running for the Ivy League championship. The Quakers, with a 7-3 (3-1 Ivy) record, will finish their season before the other contenders reach the same mark.

The Red and Blue travel to Ithaca over Skinner weekend to meet Big Red, and finish the season at home on the following Wednesday against a powerful Princeton contingent.

Across the lacrosse circuit, the teams to watch are Princeton and Dartmouth with Brown a very distant third in the title. Following Penn's victory over Brown, the Pen from Providence trounced the Crimson 15-0 last week, with the Quakers getting the win out of the lift game and giving the Crimson a fighting chance for league honors.

The Red and Blue topped Brown and Yale by one point margin and decisively defeated Harvard, before losing highly-ranked Dartmouth last Saturday at Stewart Field.

Dartmouth enters the meet ranked higher than any other Ivy school, as well as its strong points. The Red and Blue have consistently faced the face of an aggressive Indian attack. The Red and Blue have had the same difficulty against Brown and Harvard, and on the team to fill out the starting six, Coach Molloy's net-

man should slaughter the Indians and in so doing return home with a 2-0 record in the Ivy League and a 4-0 record overall.

Match Postponed

The postponed Harvard match of last Friday will not definitely be re-scheduled. However, should Penn and Harvard wind up in a tie for either the Ivy or Eastern titles, a match would be held to break the tie.

Track Team At Home For Rutgers Clash

The Penn track team takes on Rutgers today in an evenly matched dual meet at Franklin Field. The field events get under way at 2:30; track action begins at 4.

The Scarlet Knights, who ed-
pocked a 6-5 victory over Penn last Saturday, are two fine Rutgers sprinters who will match their talents against Eddie Anderson, Jerry "Duke" Duchovnay and Tom Owen in the 100 yard dash. The two Scarlet speedsters will also contend with Duchovnay, Gary Rilla, and Jack Hiebert in the 220. Rutgers captain Chuck Hen-

gings is a fast miler, but so is
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